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Ian Goddard CRIRSCO Representative

1.

JORC Training Courses.

The AusIMM has run two ‘Online Prof essional Certif icate in JORC Code Reporting’ courses, see:
http://jorconline.ausimm.com/#register-interest with a third intake commencing in late September
2019. About 180 people have attended so f ar, and only seven f ailed to complete and pass the course.
This course is a course in reporting and does not entitle participants to claim to be Competent
Persons.
AusIMM has also commenced a JORC Code Essentials: Online course in public reporting intended
f or mining company directors and executives, to help understand the prof essional and regulatory
obligations, particularly when reporting to the Stock Exchanges under the JORC Code around the
world.
In collaboration with the Global Mining Association of China, a f ace-to-f ace training course in China
has been held.
AIG has endorsed a JORC Code training course developed by a consulting company. The f irst f aceto-f ace training session has been run.

2. AusIMM compliance process
As a result of new regulations and procedures introduced in 2019, a new Prof essional Conduct
Committee (PCC) has replaced the f ormer Complaints Committee. The PCC has established advisory
panels of JORC and VALMIN experts to assist the PCC in evaluation of c omplaints related to
compliance with the JORC or VALMIN Codes.
3. Brines
AMEC (Association of Mining and Exploration Companies, an Observer on JORC) completed the
development of ‘Guidelines f or Reporting of Resource and Reserve Estimation f or Brines’ . These
have been reviewed by JORC and it was agreed to accept the guidelines and to include a ref erence
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to them f rom the JORC website. The AMEC Brine guidelines are available on the AMEC website
which can be accessed via a link on the JORC website.

4. JORC’s operating procedures
The draf t of a proposed set of JORC’s operating procedures has been ref erred to JORC’s parent
bodies f or comment and a review meeting with the parent bodies (AusIMM, AIG, and MCA will have
been held by the date of the CRIRSCO AGM. These were loosely based on the CRIRSCO TOR
documents and are an attempt to develop transparent procedures that have evolved over the years.

5. JORC Code Revision
There continues to be an in-principle agreement to revise the JORC Code in 2020. Several sessions
have been held to f ormulate the review process (including appropriate opportunities f or all
stakeholders to be involved) and f inalisation of the process is likely this month.

6. JORC and GA
Consultations continue with Geoscience Australia (GA) regarding “economically viable” inputs to
Australia’s Identif ied Mineral Resources.

BRAZIL – CBRR
Marcos André Gonçalves, President of CBRR
Edson Ribeiro, President of ADIMB, CRIRSCO Representative
Thomas Brenner, CRIRSCO Representative
This short report summarizes the CBRR activities between September 2018 and September 2019,
with the intention of sharing inf ormation with other CRIRSCO members.

1. Support to CRIRSCO activities
CBRR has been actively engaged in supporting CRIRSCO with the organizational process and
af f iliation procedures f or new potential country members.
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During the prior months, CBRR was heavily involved in general support to the National Committee
f or Reporting Exploration Results, Mineral Reso urces and Reserves in India (NACRI). Mr. Edson
Ribeiro, the CRIRSCO Secretary, was the leader of the CRIRSCO Working Group that supported
NACRI’s preparations. NACRI has just become the latest member of the Committee f or Mineral
Reserves International Reporting Standards (CRIRSCO).

2. Brazilian Legislation on Resources and Reserves:
On June 2018, Brazilian government approved a new mining decree, wherewith it included a f ormal
categorization of Resources & Reserves f ollowing CBRR/CRIRSCO template.
As a next step, on December 2018, ANM (Mining National Agency) held a public consultation on the
draf t of the normative act regards the Brazilian resources and reserves declaration.
CBRR directors submitted suggestions and comments to the original text, and also he ld f ormal
discussions with the ANM directors, in charge of the normative update.

3. QP Registration
Between September 2018 and September 2019 CBRR received 26 applications f or registration. After
document analysis and interviews with the candidates and spons ors the Register Committee has
approved 15 (in total or partially), denied two applications and 7 are still in process. Two candidates
gave up registration as they were not approved in all competencies required.
Below is a chart showing the number of Registered Qualif ied Prof essionals of CBRR as per area of
knowledge.

Area of knowledge

Number of Professionals

Mineral Exploration

29

Mineral Resources Estimation

24

Mineral Reserves Estimation

14

Mineral Processing

1

Mining Operation

1

Total of CBRR
Prof essionals *

Registered

Qualif ied

43

*A Registered Qualif ied Prof essional can be certif ied simultaneously in dif ferent areas of knowledge.
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The small number of applications is a point of concern f or CBRR and one key goal f or the next period
is to increase the communication ef f orts and training programs.
The new mining decree is expected to also increase the market interest.
4. Programmed open courses on Declaration of Resources & Reserves
In order to attract new QPs and to f ully implement our guidelines, CBRR and the Brazilian Mining
Industry Technological Development Agency (ADIMB) have organized two courses on “The Brazilian
guide of resources & reserves declaration that will take place in Bahia State (September) and Para
State (October).

5. CBRR representatives & 2020 Goals
CBRR representatives with CRIRSCO will remain the same f or another 1-year period: Mr. Edson
Ribeiro and Mr. Thomas Brenner.
Marcos Gonçalves and Thomas Brenner did attend as presenters and delegates, the event “III
Semana de Recursos y Reservas Minerales”, organized by CCRR (“Comisión Colombiana de
Recursos y Reservas”). The event took place in Bogotá, Colombia, f rom November 28th until
November 30th, 2018.
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CANADA – CIM
Deborah McCombe, CRIRSCO Representative
Garth Kirkham, CRIRSCO Representative
1. Introduction
The f ollowing is a summary of the activities of the CIM Council and the CIM Mineral Resources and
Mineral Reserves (MRMR) Committee. This committee is supported by various sub -committees
which are appointed f rom time to time to address specif ic issues and/ or commodities.

2. 2019 Update MRMR Best Practices Guidelines
There has been a modernization and improvement initiative f or the Best Practices f or Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves guidelines. The subcommittee prepared an updated draf t document
which was placed on the CIM website f or public consultation in June 2019. This comment process
closed in July 2019. The public comments are being considered and incorporated by the
subcommittee. A f inal version will be prepared f or MRMR Committee review and t hen sent to the
Canadian Securities Administrators (CSA) f or their review. Approval by CIM Council is slated f or early
2020.

3. Review and Update of Best Practice Guidelines for Industrial Minerals and Lithium Brines
An update of these guidelines is currently in progress and f irst draf ts have been received by the
MRMR Committee. Next steps to be discussed.

4. Best Practice Guidelines for Environmental and CSR Disclosure
CIM has been involved in an initiative to develop best practice guidelines for items covered in Section
20 of National Instrument 43-101. This includes environmental, tailing management, permitting,
corporate social acceptance and responsibility, and government relations disclosure. A CIM
Committee has been established and a f irst draf t is expected in Q3 2019.

5. Completion of Exploration Best Practice Guidelines
An extensive ef f ort to update CIM Best Practice Guidelines f or Exploration was completed in May
2019 with the acceptance by CIM Council in May 2019 and subsequent publication of the document.
6. MRMR Definitions
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Several CIM MRMR def initions such an exploration target will be updated by the MRMR Committee
within the next year to align with def initions in the CRIRSCO Template.
7. CIMVAL
The CIMVAL Committee initiated an update of the CIMVAL Code and published the f irst draf t for
public comment in July 2019. The CIMVAL Committee is in the process of reviewing these comments
and preparing a f inal updated version of the Code.

8. CSA Initiatives
The CSA carried out a study of NI43-101 technical reports to review the disclosure associated with
mineral resources and mineral reserves. The most notable comment was the lack of disclosure
regarding the methodology and parameters used f or the determination of “reasonable prospects for
potential economic extraction”. The CSA will publish the results of its review of mineral resource
disclosure in technical reports in a Staf f Notice in the f all of 2019.

CHILE – COMISION MINERA
The Comisión Minera (CM) created by the Chilean Law in 2007, has a f ive members Board
designated by each the f ive f ollowing institutions:
Institution
Colegio de Geólogos (Geological Society)
Colegio de Ingenieros (Engineering Society)
Consejo Minero (Chamber of “big” Mines)
Instituto de Ingenieros de Minas (Institution of Mining Engineers)
Sociedad Nacional de Minería (Chamber of Mines)

Member of the board
Sergio Vicencio
Ricardo Arias
Aquiles González
Ricardo Miranda
Hans Göpf ert

The Comisión Minera is also the NRO and NPO f or Chile.
The board meets once a month. Its members designated f or a three-year term. Sergio Vicencio was
elected President, and Ricardo Arias Vice President, f or the current time ending on April 2021.
In 2018, Mining Commission celebrated its 10th anniversary with participation of sector authorities,
including the Undersecretary of Mining, the Chairman of the Commission f or the Financial Market,
the National Director of Sernageomin and the Presidents and General Managers of the f ounding
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entities of the Commission, in addition to the participation of the competent persons certif ied during
these years.
During 2018 the CM admitted 19 prof essionals to its Competent Person register; up to end July 2019
15 more, to a total of 388 members in 3 categories (Mining, Geology, and Metallurgy). Of these, 336
are in good standing.
During 2018 - 2019, the board met with the f ive Commission f ounding institutions. Also, Commission
met with Comisión para el Mercado Financiero (the Santiago stock exchange government regulatory
authority, f ormer Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros), the Ministry of Mines, and Sernageomin
(the governmental geological and mining service).
During the past twelve months, CM interacted with Colombia to progress in the f ormalizing of
reciprocity and recognition agreements. Additionally, by invitation f rom the National Mining Agency
(ANM) and the Colombian Mineral Resources and Reserves Commission (CCRR), the CM attended
the Mineral Resources and Reserves technical week (November 2018)
As an essential part of our f unction, seminars, and short courses f or our members and the
prof essional community, in general, have been organized, to show best practices and new
developments in the areas of our interest. During 2018 and 2019, the f ollowing events have been
held or are in the program f or this year:

Date

Format

Subjet

May 8, 2018

Workshop

Exploration results and resource classification

June 19, 2018

Seminar

Estimation and valuation of resources and mineral reserves

August 8, 2018

Workshop

Life of mine and financial guarantees in mine closure

October 3 y 4, 2018

Short course

Ore resources and reserves valuation for financing and listing on the stock exchange

May 7, 2019

Workshop

Exploration and classification of mineral resource

June 26, 2019

Seminar

Estimation and assessment of resources and mineral reserves

August 20, 2019

Workshop

Audits and updating of mine closure plans

October 15 y 16, 2019

Short course

Best practices of the international industry in estimating mineral resources and
reserves

During this period, the CM granted the support to a student of Mining Engineering at the University of
Chile to develop a thesis on the topic "Development of a Guide of Best Practices on Resources
Estimation f or Copper Porphyries."
CM, as a regular member of CRIRSCO, has contributed to its activities, including the participation of
the President and Vice President in London (September 2018) and Washington DC (September
2019) meetings, and the annual f ee payment in June 2019.
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CM has been active, presenting the importance of proper reporting of exploration results, resources,
and reserves to the prof essional community. The Commission has issued 840 Certif icates of Good
Standing f or competent persons since 2010, required mainly f or SERNAGEOMIN, CORFO, CMF (ex
SVS) and the Toronto Stock Exchange. These certif icates grant the PC have the specif ic experience
to sign the report.
Last year the CM President was interviewed in TV program specialized on mining to explain the work
developed by our Corporation. Also, we give a presentation at the International Congress of Planning
f or the Closure of Mining Operations.
CM participated at FEXMIN 2018 (Exploration Mining Trade Show) organized by the Colegio de
Geólogos de Chile, and at the annual Instituto de Ingenieros de Minas Convention.

COLOMBIA – CCRR
Eng. Wilf redo Lopez. M.Sc., President CCRR, CRIRSCO Representative
1.

Introduction.

The present report 2018-2019 of the CCRR administration is intended to update all the members of
the board of directors of CRIRSCO and other NROs attached to CRIRSCO worldwide. Similarly, to
socialize the road map of the Colombian Commission of Resources and Mineral Reserves (CCRR)
carried out during this period of time.
During the last year, the CCRR has had a great activity. For example, the III Technical Week of
Resources and Mineral Reserves was held with international guests, ordinary and extraordinary
assemblies were held to regulate the management of the CCRR, a work retreat was held to discuss
the f uture of the CCRR, worked hard in the approval of the National Development Plan (PND) by the
Congress of the Republic of Colombia (25.05.2019). The Colombian Standard of Mineral Resources
and Reserves (ECRR) has been accepted in article 328 of this PND. This last step gives a legal
character and great power to the CCRR concept in the country and will be highly recognized nationally
and internationally.
On August 2th 2019, the presentation of the Colombian Mineral Resources and Reserves
Commission (CCRR) was carried out at the event “Resources and Reserves: Challenges and
Opportunities, f or Colombia”. In this event, the awards were given to the f irst 26 Com petent People
of Colombia by the CCRR, with an audience of more than 300 prof essionals f rom the mining sector
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of the country. In addition, during this period, the National Mining Agency (ANM) was accompanied
on 7 regional visits.
Similarly, it is important to mention the support of the BID (f or its acronym in Spanish) to the CCRR
f or 2019. So f ar, the BID has approved a f und of $ 115 million COP (US $ 33,000). It is also worth
mentioning, the great support received f rom FEDESMERALDAS, one of the f ounding p artners, who
has supported us with a permanent of fice, has paid us the translations and f or 2019 has approved a
support of 118 million pesos (US 34,000 dollars), f or developing a “ Manual of Good Practices f or the
Colombian Emerald ”. At the moment, the great strength of the CCRR is its Digital Platf orm sponsored
by the BID. With which we can show ourselves nationally and internationally and in particular we allow
candidates to consult on the CCRR, register, pay their registration and update.
We are also preparing a course that covers the ECRR, the Statutes, the Code of Ethics and case
studies. It is expected that it will be ready f or September this year. The idea is to strengthen the new
CCRR’s PCs and train potential PCs.
The registration of Competent Persons (PC) by the CCRR began on 01.08.2019. The goal of
Competent People (PC) f or 2019 is 20 people, although we currently have 26 PCs recognized by the
CCRR.

2.

Management Development Description.

Colombia is a country with enormous geological potential. With 13 large-scale mining projects, the
National Government seeks to give a second air to the depressed extractive sector of the country.
The intention of the Executive, through the Ministry of Mines and Energy, is to boost the operation of
six coal complexes, one of nickel, f our of gold and two of copper, in a plan to expand the national
mining matrix. All this initiative of the National Government is f acilitated by belonging to the club of
good mining practices in the world, that is to CRIRSCO.
2.1 Executed Management 2018 - 2019
•

•
•

We currently have very advanced conversations with our peers in Chile, Brazil, South Af rica
and the U.S. to try to reach recognition agreements. This means that Colombian
Prof essionals, under the ECRR, will be able to develop Public Reports in those countries and
vice versa, obviously respecting the regulations in each country. The intention is that our
mining projects be viewed with conf idence abroad, to be developed by PC under the CCRR
concept.
We are currently reviewing the role of the Councils of Prof essionals (COPNIA, CPG,
COPIEMMA) and the Secretaries of Education, in clarif ying the homologation of titles in
Colombia.
In the same way, we are participating in a technical round table of the Mining Sector - Stock
Market Sector - Banking of Colombia and the Universidad de los Andes, to specif y a greater
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

participation of the Bank and the Capital Market in Colombia. Precisely, an event was held in
the city of Medellín, on August 2 to discuss these issues with national and f oreign experts.
The Digital Platf orm and the CCRR website were maintained and updated.
The CCRR Strategic Plan (SP) was socialized and launched f or the 2018-2023 period. Each
Committee (Technical, Ethic and Registration) must f ulf ill its commitments made in the SP.
The Registry of Competent Persons (PC) began on 04.01.2019
Regional visits were carried out in company of the ANM to various regions of the country.
The 2019 annuity was paid to CRIRSCO.
Four reports have been submitted to the Interamerican Development Bank in order to receive
f inancial support.
The CCRR has participated in the Geology and Mining congresses developed in Colombia.
Promote best practices in the Public Report of Exploration Results, Resources and Mineral
Reserves in Colombia.
To ensure that the Mining titles serve as a real guarantee to the Colombian Financial s ector.
Build trust in investors about mining projects located in the Colombian territory.
Support the country in the quantif ication of its Resources and Mineral Reserves.
Create, register and manage Competent People (CP) who have the competencies,
capabilities, skills and ethics to make Public Reports.
Produce and be responsible f or the ECRR, in accordance with the CRIRSCO model and
standards.
Provide technical assistance to the Financial, Securities and Insurance Superintendence,
national banks and other regulatory entities or to the Courts of Justice.
Represent Colombia in CRIRSCO

2. Participation in Commitments
2.1 Retreat-work in Villa de Leyva f or the analysis of the present and the f uture of the CCRR based
on the Strategic Plan prepared by a CCRR work team. 09.25.2018.
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2.2 Second World Emerald Symposium. Bogota Colombia. 12-14.10.2018. Presentation of the CCRR
to the Colombian and worldwide smeraldif erous sector.
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2.3 Special Guests to the III Technical Week on Resources and Mineral Reserves. 28-30.11.2018,
f rom Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile.

2.4 SME annual congress in Denver, Colorado. 02.27.2019. CCRR at the SME Resources and
Reserves Committee meeting. It was approved to start the SME-CCRR recognition process. Great
news f or our organization. Little by little we are positioning ourselves in the international arena.
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2.5 Regular Annual Assembly of the CCRR. 15.03.2019.

2.6 Geostatistics Course: CCRR-Geovariances-AIMC-Faculty of Mines of Colombia. The interest of
many earth science prof essionals to belong to the CCRR has made specialization courses acquire
great demand.
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2.7 Joint meeting of CCRR, UPME, Universidad de los Andes, ANM and MinMinas. The objective is
to analyze the role of banking and the stock exchange in the Colombian mining sector.
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2.8 Resources and Reservations: Opportunities f or the Colombian Mining Sector. 02.08.2019.
Delivery of awards to the 26 Competent Persons reg istered by the CCRR.
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2.9 Regional visits
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3. Pending Tasks second semester 2019.
• Hold an extraordinary Assembly. 09.25.2019
• Advance 10 regional visits f or the second half of 2019, under the auspices of the IDB and ANM
• Teach 2 PC training courses by the CCRR
• Reach 30 CP in 2019.
• Develop guides to Good Practices f or Emerald, Polymetallic and Carbon f rom Colombia.
• Propose that the next annual CRIRSCO meeting behold in Bogotá, Colombia.

4. Conclusions
• The perception of the acceptance of the CCRR by the Colombian mining sect or is overwhelmingly
positive. We have a target audience that can become in a short time of not less than 30 Competent
People (PC).
• The interest on the part of f oreign companies to have contact with Competent People of Colombia
is growing. Unf ortunately, we do not have enough CP to of f er at the moment.

EUROPE – PERC
Neil Wells, CRIRSCO Representative
Edmund Sides, PERC Secretary, CRIRSCO Representative

1. Overview
The Pan-European Reserves and Resources Reporting Committee (PERC) is constituted to promote
best practice in the public reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves.
In this context PERC is responsible f or managing the PERC Reporting Standard and serves as the
CRIRSCO National Reporting Organisation (NRO) f or Europe including (but not restricted to)
countries of the European Union and European Economic Area. European countries excluded f rom
the scope of PERC include Russia and any other countries which have def ined reporting standards
that are recognised as aligned with the CRIRSCO Template and have their own representation in
CRIRSCO.
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2. Participating Organisations and Membership
PERC is constituted of six professional organisations, namely:
•
•
•
•
•
•

European Federation of Geologists (EFG);
Geological Society of London (GSL); and
Institute of Geologists of Ireland (IGI).
Institute of Materials, Minerals, and Mining (IOM3);
Fennoscandian Association f or Metals and Minerals Prof essionals (FAMMP); and
Iberian Mining Engineers Board (IMEB)

The six prof essional organisations are entitled to appoint f our representatives each to PERC.
Additional committee members with specialist knowledge or interests are co -opted onto PERC f rom
time to time. The current membership of the Committee is listed on the PERC website at:
http://www.percstandard.eu/.
The participating prof essional organisations accredit their members with prof essional qualif ications
which are recognised as meeting the requirements f or their members to act as Competent Persons.

3. Summary Report on the 2019 PERC AGM
The 2019 PERC AGM was held on Friday 10th May, 2019 at the Fundación Gómez Pardo, Calle
Alenza 1, Madrid, Spain. The AGM was hosted by the Iberian Mining Engineers Board (IMEB), an
organisation f ormed by the Consejo Superior de Colegios de Ingenieros de Minas de España and the
Ordem dos Engenheiros de Portugal, in order to represent the interests of Spanish and Portuguese
mining engineers on PERC.
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Figure 1: Attendees at the 2019 PERC AGM, Madrid, 10th May 2019
4. PERC Membership and sub-committees
Neil Wells stood down as Deputy Chairperson at the AGM and was replaced by Markku Iljina. The
GSL representatives inf ormed the AGM that Dr. Katherine Royse, (Chair of the GSL’s prof essional
committee) had been appointed to f ill the GSL position which had been vacant since May 2018. Paul
Gribble stood down as one of the IOM3 representatives at the AGM, and the IOM3 have recently
appointed Andrew Birtles, a mining engineer, as his replacement.
A summary of the main of f icers, representatives and sub -committees is provided below.

Officers and CRIRSCO representatives:
o
o
o
o
o

Pim Demecheleer – Chairperson
Markku Iljina – Deputy Chairperson
Ruth Allington - Treasurer
Edmund Sides - Secretary and PERC representative on CRIRSCO
Neil Wells - PERC representative on CRIRSCO which he currently Chairs

PERC Trustees:
o Steve Henley
o John Clif f ord
o Gordon Riddler
Sub-Committees:
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o Standard Update sub-committee: Steve Henley (Chairperson); Marco Cosi; Ed Sides; Kerstin
Brinnen; Neil Wells; Jim Coppard; Ruth Allington; David Dingemans; Roger Dixon; Christian
Degen.
o Training sub-committee: Mark Howson (Chairperson); Simon Collins; Neil Wells; Ed Sides;
Ruth Allington
o Financial sub-committee: Liv Carroll; Neil Wells; Pim Demecheleer; Markku Iljina; Jim
Coppard
o Dimension stone/Industrial Minerals sub -committee: Marco Cosi (Chairperson) ; Brenda
Lothion; Pim Demecheleer; Miss. Paola Blasi; Mr. J. Francisco Fernandez
The f ull membership of the committee is listed on the PERC website: http://www.percstandard.eu/

5. PERC Activities in the period May 2018 to May 2019
PERC’s activities during the past year were summarised in the Chairperson’s report to the AGM, a
copy of which is provided in a f ollowing section.
6. PERC priorities for the 2019/2020 period
Following the discussions at the AGM, the main priority f or the PERC Executive during the next couple
of months is to f inalise the PERC Strategic plan and to develop a linked business plan.
The PERC Treasurer reported at the AGM that PERC has suf f icient f inancial reserves to f und
activities f or the coming year, based on reserves that have been built up f rom project work over the
past couple of years. It was noted that such project income is unlikely to continue in the f uture, and
it is likely that the business plan will include a recommendation that the PERC participating
organisations should in f uture be required to pay an annual f inancial contribution (subscription f ee?)
to support the activities carried out by PERC in support of their members. This wi ll be necessary to
ensure the long-term sustainability of PERC.
Priorities f or the f our sub-committees will include the f ollowing:
o Standard Update sub-committee: A new version of the CRIRSCO template is due to be
issued in the near f uture. Once this is available the Standard Update sub-committee will
commence work on reviewing and updating the PERC Standard 2017 to ensure that it is
consistent with the CRIRSCO template and to address issues that have been noted by
PERC members.
o Training sub-committee: The training committee plans to consider the possibility of
organising training courses f or members and the wider mining community (including the
London mining f inance community). In addition the development of training materials that
can be made available f or use by PERC members will be considered.
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o Financial sub-committee: The f inancial sub-committee is to investigate ways in which the
knowledge and importance of PERC and the PERC Standard can be communicated to the
f inancial regulators and stock exchanges in Europe.
o Dimension stone/Industrial Minerals sub-committee: it was agreed at the AGM that the
remit of the dimension stone sub-committee should be broadened to include other industrial
minerals and construction materials. The sub -committee will be looking at ways in which
the relevance of PERC and the PERC Standard can be communicated to companies and
regulators working with these mineral commodities.
It was agreed during the AGM that action should be taken to prepare an inventory of the skills and
interests of the members of PERC and to endeavo ur to get all members actively involved in assisting
with activities aimed at promoting PERC. PERC members who are not interested in participating in
such activities should be asked to stand down so as allow mo re interested people to get involved.
Since the AGM concluded, the Secretary has been inf ormed that the process of registering PERC’s
updated Statutes with the Belgian authorities (Moniteur Belge) has been successf ully completed.
Edmund Sides (Secretary), 25th June 2019

7. PERC – Chairperson’s Report for the 2019 AGM
Since our last AGM which was held at Bardon Hall, Leicestershire, UK on 9th May 2018, there have
been several important developments, including the f ollowing:
o Appointment of myself , Pim Demecheleer, as Chairperson to replace the position lef t vacant
when Eddie Bailey stepped down at the last AGM.
o Appointment of Edmund (Ed) Sides as PERC’s second representative on CRIRSCO (to f ill
the vacant position)
o The f inalisation of the FAMMP organisational structures and the approval by PERC of the
addition of the category of FAMMP – Member to the PERC list of RPOs;

and most importantly for our host organisation here in Madrid,
o The f inalisation of the IMEB organisational structures and the approval by PERC of the
addition of the category of IMEB – Member to the PERC list of RPOs.
PERC’s Executive f or most of the year consisted of the f ollowing persons:
o Pim Demecheleer - Chairperson
o Neil Wells - Deputy Chairperson and also PERC representative on CRIRS CO which he
currently Chairs
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o Ruth Allington - Treasurer
o Ed Sides - Secretary and second PERC representative on CRIRSCO
o Steve Henley who, as well as being one of the PERC Committee members is also one of
the PERC Trustees and Chair of the PERC Standard Upd ate sub-committee, has also
participated in the PERC Executive teleconf erences.

PERC stream-lined its working procedures during the year with the introduction of some new
approaches, including:
o

The holding of regular teleconf erences of the PERC Executive so as to ensure that action
points noted f rom the previous AGM, and during the course of the year, are f ollowed up in
a timely manner. Executive teleconf erences have been held at 6- to 8-week intervals, with
a total of six teleconf erences having been held since the last AGM.

o

The use of electronic polls (based on doodle.com) to allow all PERC committee members
to participate in important decisions during the intervals between AGMs, without the need
to try to arrange an extraordinary AGM. Three electronic polls were held during the year,
namely to approve the change in Chairperson and second CRIRSCO representative (18
responses), approval of the addition of FAMMP-Member to the PERC list of RPOs (26
responses) and approval of the addition of IMEB-Member to the PERC list of RPOs (28
responses).

o

Trialing the position of ‘shadow’ Chairperson so as to assist the Chairperson and to provide
an opportunity to gain experience of the work of the PERC Executive. Markku Iljina has
been f ulf illing this role.

One important matter which the Executive has been addressing is the need to develop and f inalise a
strategic plan f or PERC with a linked business plan. In preparation f or this AGM, a draf t strategic
plan has been developed which will be the main subject f o r discussion this af ternoon and I look
f orward to your comments and contributions on this important aspect.
Pim Demecheleer, PERC Chairperson, 10th May 2019

INDONESIA – KOMPERS
Adi Maryono Chairman, Kombers KCMI
Luf i Rachmad Vice Chairman Kombers KCMI, CRIRSCO Representative
Arif Zardi Secretary, Kombers KCMI
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Ami Swamidharma CRIRSCO Representative
KCMI Report to CRIRSCO Annual Meeting, Washington DC, September 2019
This report summarizes the various Komite Cadangan Mineral Indonesia (KCMI) activities during
September 2018 – September 2019 period.
1. Kombers KCMI Committee Meeting
Meetings were held on 15 January 2019, 25 April 2019, and 27 August 2019. It is scheduled to have
at least f our Kombers KCMI Meeting every year.

2. KCMI Code 2017 and Socialization
The KCMI Code 2017 was of f icially released on 01 November 2017. There is two-year transition
period until 31 October 2019 bef ore the KCMI Code 2017 becomes mandatory. On 18 July 2019 the
updated Indonesian version of KCMI Code 2017 was released. This version is written to be more
easily to understand than the earlier version. There is no change yet to the English version. On 28
August 2019 there was a gathering called CPI Forum and the updated Indonesian version was
presented.
3. Registered Competent Person
During September 2018 - September 2019 the KCMI admitted 54 prof essionals to its Competent
Person register/Competent Person Indonesia (CPI) where 37 are CPI PERHAPI and 17 CPI IAGI. As
July 2019, total KCMI registered competent person are 344 persons. The acceptance of the KCMI
registered competent person is conducted through a verif ication process that involves presentation
f rom the applicants and verif ication to applicant’s portf olio.

Date

Subject

13-14 October 2018

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Jakarta (22 registered, 6 passed)

29 October 2018

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Pangkalpinang (4 registered, 4
passed)

08 November 2018

Verif ication CPI IAGI in Jakarta (14 registered, 8 passed)

24 November 2018

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Jakarta (12 registered, 7 passed)

15 December 2018

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Balikpapan (15 registered, 7 passed)
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21 February 2019

Verif ication CPI IAGI in Jakarta (6 registered, 2 passed)

06 April 2019

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Jakarta (13 registered, 5 passed)

30 May 2019

Verif ication CPI IAGI in Jakarta (3 registered, 2 passed)

18 July 2019

Verif ication CPI IAGI in Jakarta (9 registered, 5 passed)

27 July 2019

Verif ication CPI PERHAPI in Jakarta (21 registered, 8 passed)

4. Workshop, Training and Course
Workshops, courses, and trainings are organized to improve the understanding in reporting under the
KCMI Code and to improve the knowledges and skills of existing registered competent person. The
f ollowing events have been held or planned:
Date
20 September 2018
29 September 2018
07 November 2018
10 November 2018
1 December 2018
29 January 2019
20 February 2019
20 March 2019
23 March 2019
6-7 April 2019
09 April 2019
23 April 2019

29 April 2019
24 June 2019
13 July 2019
17 July 2019
13 August 2019

Subject
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Mine Optimization f or
Coal Deposit & Cut Of f Grade Determination f or Resource & Reserve
Estimation in Nickel Laterite
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Workshop on KCMI Code in Balikpapan
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Geotechnical
Implementation f or Reserve Optimization
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Sampling Protocol and
Assay; Coking Coal Quality
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Workshop on Implementation Mine Planning f or Coal Reserve
Estimation (f or Mining Engineering Student)
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Processing Copper PT
Freeport Indonesia, Processing Nickel PT Vale Indonesia, Coal
Washing (Thermal and Coking Coal)
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Hydrogeology f or Coal
Open Pit Mining
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Workshop on KCMI Code in Jakarta
Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): Environmental and
Conservation Aspects in Estimating Reserve
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14 August 2019

Continuing Prof essional Development (CPD): KCMI PERHAPI
Committee Program and Overview KCMI Code 2017

5. Meeting with Stakeholders
To socialize and to promote the implementation of KCMI Code, KCMI has been actively meeting with
its stakeholders. The f ollowing meetings have been held during 2018-2019:
Date
15 January 2019
27 March 2019
26 April 2019

2 May 2019
12 June 2019

20 June 2019
25 July 2019
29 July 2019
8 August 2019

Subject
Kombers KCMI Pleno Meeting (New Kombers committee election,
Discussing Working Group and Programs)
Ami Swamidharma, Oki Wijayanto and Alan Matano, presented
“Introduction of KCMI & SNI”, at KCMI & SNI Synchronization Seminar in
Bureau of Geology, Republic of Indonesia, Bandung, West Java.
Meeting Kombers KCMI with Director General Mineral Resources and
Energy Republic of Indonesia. Discussing KCMI Code and Competent
Person Indonesia
CPI PERHAPI Committee Meeting. Discussing programs and goals
Meeting Kombers KCMI with Director of Mineral Business Supervision
f rom Directorate General Mineral Resources and Energy Republic of
Indonesia. Discussing an issue on the lack of Competent Person
Indonesia f or Tin in Bangka Region.
Working Group Kombers KCMI Meeting: Program, Report, KCMI Code
Implementation Tin Commodities at Bangka Island Issue
Forum Group Discussion (FGD) on National Coal Reserve
Meeting Kombers KCMI with Financial Services Authority Commissioner.
Presenting KCMI Code 2017 and its implementation.
Forum Group Discussion (FGD) with Financial Services Authority on
Regulation and Resource/Reserve Estimation

6. Other Recent KCMI Activities
Other KCMI Activities during September 2018 – September 2019 are listed in the table below:

Date
16-17 February 2019
19 March 2019

Subject
Kombers KCMI-Code Development Working Group, held a
workshop to revise KCMI 2017 Bahasa Indonesia version, Cibulan,
Bogor.
Working Group Meeting: Reviewing KCMI Code (Indonesian
version) and developing guidelines
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29–30 April 2019

Arif Zardi Dahlius and Ami Swamidharma, Kombers KCMI, attended
the UNFC Minerals Working Group meeting in Geneva

KAZAKHSTAN – KAZRC
KAZRC Association Activity Report f or the period September 2018 - August 2019
In connection with the entry into f orce in Kazakhstan in 2018 of the Code on Subsoil and Subsoil Use,
which provides the transition to KAZRC reporting standards, signif icant amount of work was carried
out in f urther development of regulations detailing the requirements of the Code.
KAZRC Association actively cooperates with all industry state and public authorities through the
accreditation of the Expert Councils on the business of the Ministry of Industry and Inf rastructure
Development, and Ministry of Ecology, Geology and Natural Resources (established in 2019).
An important role in the development of laws and by -laws in Kazakhstan is played by the National
Chamber of Entrepreneurs named Atameken, which has extensive capabilities and powers.
Collaboration with Atameken is based on the memb ership of the KAZRC Association in the
Committee on Geological Industry, Coal, Mining and Metallurgical Industry of the Presidium of
Atameken.
During the reporting period, the KAZRC Association together with PONEN reviewed 24 regulatory
documents in the f ield of exploration and development of mineral resources and reserves.
Recommendations on the procedure f or reviewing and registering KAZRC reports at the State
Committee on Geology and Subsoil Use were developed.
The catalog of registered KAZRC reports is available at http://ponen.kz/katalog-otchetovkazrc/?lang=en
As of today, PONEN has 189 members, including 93 Fellow members (FPONEN), of which 24 a re
f oreign nationals.
PONEN has the reciprocity recognitions f rom OERN (Russia), SAMCODES (South Af rica), PERC
(Europe).
Over the past year, the KAZRC Association and PONEN provided 7 training seminars. Within the
seminars 137 specialists were trained on the KAZRC Code application. By the end of this year, 6
more seminars are planned.
My colleagues and I participated in MINEX Central Asia-2019 f orum in April 2019. Within the f orum
regional CRIRSCO meeting was held with participations of Kyrgyzstan and Mongo lia (Mr. Bat-Erden).
Regional training was organized with participation of representatives f rom Eastern Europe related to
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Data collection f or sustainable management and monitoring of energy and water resources and the
application of the UN Framework Classif ication.
KAZRC participated in KASE and Astana International Exchange (AIX) stock exchanges round
tables.
KAZRC association actively cooperates with the newly established Stock Exchange Astana
International Exchange (AIX). AIX is a part of the Astana International Financial Center (AIFX).
AIX shareholders are AIFC, Goldman Sachs, Shanghai Stock Exchange, Silk Road Fund and
NASDAQ, which also provide the AIX trading platf orm.
AIX Exchange operates in a regulatory environment f amiliar to international invest ors in English law
jurisdictions.
Currently, f our large mining companies Kazatomprom, Kazchrome, Shubarkul Komir, Polymetal are
registered on AIX.
In July 2019, AIX released the Listing Rules f or mining companies. The rules intended to provide a
regulated listing platf orm f or mining companies in Kazakhstan and the region to raise capital on AIX.
A two-tier approach has been adopted f or the Rules. Tier 1 accommodates larger issuers in advanced
stages of development while Tier 2 concentrates on smaller, junio r issuers, at the early stage of
development.
The Mining Company Rules are designed to balance attractiveness f or issuers and investor protection
and ref lect the nature of investments in the mining sector. The issuers will be required to demonstrate
adequately experienced management, suitably qualif ied technical personnel and experts, as well as
a Competent Person’s Report compliant with either of the JORC, NI 43-101 or KAZRC standards.
The Listing Rules are expected to enter into f orce in the third quarter of 2019.
Listing Rules of KASE require the public reports of mineral resources and reserves compiled in
accordance with any CRIRSCO standard. For the f irst half of 2019, 23 mining companies were
registered at KASE.
There is an agreement of KAZRC Association and PONEN with AIX and KASE stock exchanges on
providing joint seminars f or mining companies in order to clarif y the rules f or compiling public
reporting.

MONGOLIA – MPIGM
Gerlee

Bayanjargal,
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Executive Director MPIGM and Deputy Chair MRC
1.

General activities

The year of 2018/2019 were successf ul years f or MPIGM. A current government (since October 2017)
was supportive to our activities and we organized couple of f ull trainings f or a prof essional
accreditation within Mongolia.

Competent Person for Mongolia
MPIGM Prof essional Committee renewed previous certif icates of “Prof essional” and “Consultant”
accreditation f or geologists and mining engineers which were expired due to transf erring some
responsibilities f rom government to MPIGM. For the f irst half of the year, total of 65 geoscientists and
mining engineers were activated their prof essional accreditation. Each of them personally gave a
presentation in f ront of the MPIGM Prof essional Committee to present their activities and signed on
the prof essional code of ethics documents. They are only have licensed f or national reporting.
Total of 48 geoscientists were newly accredited as a Prof essional Geologists by completing f ull PD
course f or 3 weeks.
MPIGM hasn’t started to certif y any “Registered Prof essional” f or MRC or other codes yet. We are
planning to start end of this year. It was delayed due to the national accreditation procedure but now
it’s time to complete.
MRC Code
MRC Code doesn’t have changes since 2014. We are considering to update af ter CRIRS CO
Template updates early next year. There are a new training setups ongoing f or MRC Code.

CRIRSCO Activity involvements
In the period f rom 4th until 06th of November, 2018 the of f icial representatives of CRIRSCO namely,
Mr. D. Bat-Erdene and Mr. O. Ilyin have had several meetings and discussions with of f icials from
Kyrgyzstan Government and project coordinator WYG company’s staf f in Bishkek city.
In the period f rom 01 until 04th of April, 2019 the representatives of CRIRSCO’s member countries
f rom Mongolia (Mr. D. Bat-Erdene), Kazakhstan (Mr. Freiman, Mrs. Yrazaeva, Mr. Ysolitsev) and
Kyrgyzstan’s working group (Mr. Chunuev, Mr. Rogalsky) meet in Nur-Sultan city and discussed the
f ollowing issues;
1. Documents that Kyrgyzstan’s working group prepared to join CRIRSCO.
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2. Some problems that post-socialist countries (Russia, Mongolia, Kazakhstan) f acing af ter
joining CRIRSCO.
3. Reciprocity of national Codes and Competent persons
4. Organization of “regional meetings” to discuss commo n problems in regard of
resource/reserve reporting, calculation, classif ication and legislation.
In 02 of April reps f rom PONEN (Kazakhstan) and KONEN (Kyrgyzstan) signed of f Memorandum of
Cooperation.
Gerlee Bayanjargal represented CRIRSCO to UNFC meeting with Roger Dixon in the period f rom
29th April to 3rd May 2019 in Geneva. Attended Metal and Competent Person group meetings. This
group organizes conf erence calls f or their discussions.

RUSSIA – OERN
A Russian National Reporting Organization is called the Russian Society of Subsoil Use Experts (in
short it is called OERN).
It is a non-prof it organization that is an association of highly prof essional specialists (mining
engineers, geologists, economists and other specialists related to subsoil us e).
OERN has a Charter, a Code of prof essional ethics and disciplinary procedures.
OERN has its territorial branches in 11 dif f erent regions of Russia: Kemerovo, Krasnoyarsk, Perm,
Irkutsk, Samara, Rostov-on-Don, Chita, Khabarovsk, Vladivostok, in St. Petersburg and Moscow.
OERN has 1190 members including 617 members in the f ield of solid minerals. 19 OERN members
were accredited as CPs.
1. OERN recognition as RPO by NROs
Today OERN is recognized by:
Comision Minera – there is the reciprocal agreement.
Pan-European Reserves and Resources Reporting Committee (PERC) - included OERN in the list of
Recognised Prof essional Organisations in the PERC REPORTING STANDARD 2013.
The South Af rican Committee SAMREC/SAMVAL recognized OERN.
The SME has granted the experts of the OERN status as Competent Persons.
JORC committee included OERN in the list of Recognised Prof essional Organisations.
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Canada (CSA) included OERN in the List of Foreign Associations and Membership Designations
(Appendix A “Acceptable Foreign Associations and Membership Designations”).
OERN and PONEN RK exchanged by letters of mutual recognition.
The OERN signed an agreement on cooperation with an independent prof essional expert
organization in the f ield of subsoil use of the Kyrg yz Republic (GKPEN) on the promotion of
international standards, exchange of experience and assistance in the accession o f the Kyrgyz
Republic to CRIRSCO.

2. NAEN Code recognition
NAEN Code was approved in 2011.
The NAEN Code was recognized European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA). The Code was
included in the list of acceptable internationally recognized mineral standards.
The NAEN Code was accepted by the Canadian Securities Commission f or reporting under NI 43101, subject to the restrictions and provisions of Part 7 of NI 43-101 that apply to all f oreign codes.
And also CSA included NAEN Code in the list of acceptable f oreign codes.
3. Next NAEN Code update
NAEN Code has been revised since it was developed and approved in 2011. The date of the last
version is 2013.
This version was updated according to the CRIRSCO Template 2013.
In 2014 the process f or modif ying the current Russian governmental classif ication has been started.
Russia has a governmental classif ication that is called: Classif ication of reserves and prognostic
resources f or solid minerals. NAEN Code and the governmental classif ication exist in parallel. One of
the purpose to the changes is to bring the Russian governmental classif ication closer to the CRIRSCO
Template.
There have been proposed two major changes to the government classif ication:
In the new version of the governmental classif ication minable reserves were added. This includes
dilutions and losses. In the current Russian classif ication, there are only geological mineral resources
– mineral resources in-situ.
Categories f or mineral reserves in the Russian classif ication (A, B, C1 and C2) were modif ied to make
them more distinct.
These modif ications apparently should draw closer the new Russian governmental classif ication and
the CRIRSCO Template and NAEN Code.
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OERN is continued its work on an update of the NAEN code to bring it to the today’s reality. In order
to f inalize this work a new Russian governmental classif ication should be approved f irst.
Government bodies have not yet approved the new classif ication.

4. Seminars, conferences and other activities
OERN members have participated in conf erences with presentations about international classif ication
standards, CRIRSCO Template and national reporting systems.
OERN held as usual every year a three-day international mining and geological f orum “Mingeo
Siberia 2019”. During this f orum some educational work has been done among some Russian
mining companies and of f icials regarding CRIRSCO and the CRIRSCO Template.
OERN continues this year participation in discussions and sharing best practice on the use of
geostatistics.
OERN members published a number of publications relating to the international standards,
CRIRSCO Template and the NAEN Code.
OERN participated in the working group of the Kyrgyz Republic on joining CRIRSCO, reviewed and
edited the f inal version of the National Kyrgyz Code (KyrRC).
Members of the OERN continue to work in the expert technical Council of the State Commission on
reserves (GKZ)
5. New members
OERN has continued granting its membership to new members.
6. Conclusion
Future plans. OERN is going:
•
•
•
•
•

to continue working on development of the Russian society of Competent persons;
to continue working on the NAEN Code improvement and make amendments bring it to the
today’s reality;
to continue education program – seminars, conf erences and workshops;
to continue working on harmonization of Russian and international reporting systems in more
details.
to continue to work with Kyrgyz colleagues on the accession of Kyrgyzstan to CRIRSCO.
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SOUTH AFRICA – SAMCODES
Report on Activities of SAMREC Committee (September 2018 – September 2019)
Ken Lomberg, Chairman – SAMREC Committee, CRIRSCO Representative
Meetings were held on 30 August 2018, 29 November 2018, 28 February 2019 and 30 May 2018.
1. Coal Standard SANS 10320
The revised Coal guidelines (SANS 10320) was released f or comment in October 2017. The process
is undertaken by the South Af rican Bureau of Standards (SABS). Comments were provided by
SAMREC (and f our companies). A revised standard was released in April 2018 f or discussion at a
meeting in May 2018. Af ter various discussions, the sub -committee revising the guidelines agreed to
another revision in a similar f ormat to the guidelines f or diamonds. This wo rk was completed early in
2019. The SABS needs to complete their editorial oversight bef ore another round of public
participation.
2. Chinese Training Course
The training programme requested by The Mineral Resources and Reserves Evaluation Center of
Natural Resources Beijing China f or an introductory course f or 20 Chinese delegates to understand
the SAMREC Code and its position in the local mining industry was held in November 2018. The
training will involved an introduction to SAMREC, SAMVAL, SAMOG and SAMESG as well as
discussion with the JSE, various consultancies, commodity f ocus (coal, gold, manganese, PGEs),
services providers such as sof tware vendor and analytical laborat ories and some f und mangers. In
addition, some case studies will be presented f or the delegates. The material was presented in
English with simultaneous translation. The cost was sponsored by The Mineral Resources and
Reserves Evaluation Centre of Natural Resources.

3. Smart Phone App.
An App f or smart phones is being developed and is at an advanced stage with testing of the App
being undertaken. The App includes the SAMREC Code, The SAMVAL Code, The SAMESG
Guidelines, The Diamond Guidelines and Lasting requirements of the JS E. We hope to go live in
early 2020.
4. Courses already held
• Workshop on SAMREC/SAMVAL Compliance and JSE reporting f or CP/CVs (GSSA) – 16 –
17 May 2019: It was attended by some 35 people and well received.
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5. Courses to be held
• Workshop on SAMREC/SAMVAL Compliance and JSE reporting f or CP/CVs (GSSA) –
September 2019
• An international conf erence on the reporting aspects of international reporting is scheduled
f or February 2020.
• Various contributions have been made to SAMCODES Website.
6. Activities for CRIRSCO
Roger Dixon spent considerable time on the revision of The International Reporting Template along
with Edson Ribeiro, Harry Parker, Ian Goddard and Peter Stoker. Hopef ully it will be concluded at the
2019 Annual Meeting.
Roger Dixon together with Edson Ribeiro, Harry Parker, Ian Goddard and Peter Stoker reviewed the
Indian Code prior to proposing to CRIRSCO that India be admitted as a member of CRIRSCO.

TURKEY – UMREK
1. Executive Summary
• UMREK Commission’s regular monthly meetings were held every month f rom October 2018
to August 2019.
• UMREK organized three meetings f or the exploration and mining industry, f inance and
banking sector and academic media separately to introduce UMREK code and international
reporting standards.
• UMREK Commission approved Qualif ied Person Titles f or 26 geological and mining engineer
prof essionals.
• UMREK’s Subcommittee has completed studies on revising the UMREK Code version one
Government announced revision on the mining articles and exploitation licenses must have
resource/reserve reporting with UMREK Code.

Name

Institution

Title

Cevat Genç

General Manager of GENERAL DIRECTORATE
MINING and PETROLEUM AFFAIRS

Dr. Mesut Soylu

Geological Engineer - Alacer Gold
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Uğur Yaylaönü

Business Administrator - Capital Markets Board of Turkey
(SPK)

Member

Muhammet Erişen

Head of Legal Af f airs Department - Banking Regulation
and Supervision Agency of Turkey (BBDK)

Member

Cahit Dönmez

Geological Engineer - General Directorate of Mineral
Research and Exploration (MTA)

Member

Kadem Ekşi

Geophysical Engineer - EMA Geosciences

Member

Prof . Dr. Atiye Tuğrul

Geological Engineer - İstanbul University-Cerrahpaşa

Member

Cem Sacit Yüceer

Geological Engineer – Artvin Mining Enterprises Inc.

Member

Dr.
Barış
Yıldırım

Geological & Mining Engineer – Gabargold Geoscience

Member

Gazanf er

Mr. Cevat Genc has been appointed as new UMREK Commission Chair, and the commission
membership is updated below:
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2.

UMREK Commission Regular Meetings

UMREK Commission chair and members regularly meet at least once a month to discuss various
subjects related with mining industry and UMREK Code. Between October 2018 and August 2019,
the commission conducted 16th to 27th regular meetings. Main subjects to these meetings and
commission decisions have been;
•

Organizing introductory meetings f or dif ferent elements of the mining and exploration industry

•

Discussing and f inalizing Qualif ied Person applications submitted by YERMAM

•

Revising UMREK Code mainly based on Turkish nomenclature

•

Def ining training programs

3. UMREK’s Introductory Meetings
UMREK organized three major meetings to introduce UMREK Code. First meeting was held in Ankara
and jointly organized with the Association of Geosciences, Mining and Metallurgy Prof essionals
(YERMAM) and Turkish Association of Economic Geologists (MJD) on November 21st, 2018. This
meeting aimed at the prof essionals working in the both private and state exploration and mining
companies. About 200 attendees have been inf ormed about UMREK code and international report
standards.
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Second meeting was called as “Mining, UMREK and Financing” and organized in Istanbul to discuss
f inancing exploration and mining projects on March 26th, 2019. In this meeting, rather than technical
aspects of UMREK and other international reporting codes, main f actors relating f inancial modelling
of the projects have been discussed and presented. Additionally, good examples of project f inance
f orm gold mining industry have successf ully presented.
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Third meeting was jointly organized with Cerrahpasa University of Istanbul on May 15th, 2019. In this
meeting, several talks given on international standards f or mining and exploration activities and best
practice application f rom Turkey. Under the light of these subject, UMREK code and its contribution
to the industry has been discussed with academicians as well as possible road maps to introduce the
code to the other elements of academic media in Turkey.
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4. Qualified Persons
YERMAM submitted f iles f or the f irst pass applicants to UMREK Commission in February 2019. The
commission approved 18 applications and Qualif ied Person certif icates of the applications were
given. YERMAM continuously submit more applications based on YERMA M’s QP criteria f or the
commission’s review. By August UMREK has approved 26 QP applications and still some application
review is pending.
5.

Revising UMREK Code

Umrek code version 2.0 is in progress which will have f ollowing changes summarized below:
•

Aggregates section will be revised and it will be more def initive f or the users and a case study
will be released as an example,

•

Marble section will be revised and it will be more def initive f or the users and a case study will
be released as an example,

•

Language both in English and Turkish will be revised and grammar and spelling mistakes will
be corrected,
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6.

•

Terminology of resource/reserve description will be revised and more suitable terms and
descriptions will be added. This project will be executed with Turkish Linguistic Society,

•

A new vocabulary will be added both in English and Turkish.

UMREK and New Mining Articles

The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources announced revision on the Turkish Mining Code on
February 28th, 2019. Based on new articles, the resource/reserve statements of the exploitation
licenses must be reported by UMREK Code within 5 to 10 years depending on t he license class
def ined by the Mining Bureau. Additionally, UMREK reporting code will be applied to state auctions
to secure investors rights.

7. New UMREK Commission Chair
The Minister of Energy and Natural Resources appointed Mr. Cevat Genc as new chair o f the UMREK
Commission in July 2019. Mr. Genc holds mining engineer degree and worked as Deputy Manager
f or General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration bef ore he was appointed to General
Manager f or Mining and Petroleum Af f airs.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA – SME
Ian Douglas, CRIRSCO Representative
Don Hulse, CRIRSCO Representative
Dr Harry Parker
Mining Disclosure
The Committee continued at approximately 35 persons including representatives of the National
Mining Association (NMA) and SME Legal Counsel Lee Terry. On December 26, 2018, the SEC
listed/published the revised Rule S-K 1300 in the Federal Register with the intent to make the new
rule ef f ective February 25, 2019. While the new rule would be ef f ective as of that date, the compliance
date will be January 1, 2021. This is a major shif t f or the SEC and mining disclosure rules, and the
SEC has recognized that it will take companies some time to develop the new disclosure
requirements, providing up to a two -year window in which to adopt the new rules.
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On April 2, 2019, the FAST Act Modernization and Simplif ication of Regulation S -K was published in
the Federal Register, with an ef f ective date of May 2, 2019. The amendments to disclosure
requirements streamline the process of omitting inf ormation that is not material and would likely cause
competitive harm to a registrant’s business. It primarily applies to di sclosure of material contracts,
and not 601(b)(96) Technical Report Summaries. However, inf ormation in f ilings may be cross ref erenced.
CRIRSCO Executive
The 2018 CRIRSCO Annual General Meeting (AGM) is planned f or September 9-11 in Washington
D.C. Don, Brian, and Ian (with support f rom Harry) have worked with the executive to set the agenda
f or the meeting, which will be graciously hosted in the of f ices of the National Mining Association
(NMA). On Wednesday, September 11, CRIRSCO, the SME, and the NMA have arranged a meeting
with the US Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) to discuss the new reporting rule (SK -1300), its
implications f or the industry, and the path f orward in interactions between the SME and SEC.
Committee Activities
The Resources and Reserves Committee presented a 3-hour seminar at the SME Annual Meeting
f or Tuesday February 26 to provide a summary of the SME and the National Mining Association’s
ef f orts in advocating modernization of disclosure standards.
At the Committee meeting during the annual meeting, SME began a path f orward to provide guidance
and advisory documents to the industry to assist in compliance with the new rule. Subcommittees
were f ormed to begin draf ting these documents.
To date there has been some progress on draf ting these documents. They are currently being shared
among the subcommittee members in a community page on the SME website.
Initial summaries of these documents will be available f or review at the CRIRSCO annual meeting in
Washington DC. The CRIRSCO annual meeting will include a public workshop with the SEC.
CRIRSCO
Harry Parker has resigned f rom the chairmanship of the SME R&R Committee. There are currently
three co-chairmen, Ian Douglas, Donald Hulse, and Brian Grof f .
Ian Douglas remains corresponding secretary of CRIRSCO. He produces minutes f or annual
meetings and looks af ter the CRIRSCO f unds that are lodged with SME. This arrangement has
worked well f or several years.
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Donald Hulse is the other SME representative to CRIRSCO. Don’s background is in mining
consulting, resource estimates and mine planning as well as operations of surf ace metal mines in the
U.S., Chile, and Mexico. He has direct experience in developing and maintaining Social License to
Operate and ushering mines through permitting and construction.
Colombia
Colombia was accepted as the 12th CRIRSCO member in May of 2018. On August 2, 2019, Colombia
accepted the f irst class of Qualif ied Persons. Donald Hulse made a presentation and represented
SME at the seminar hosted by the National Mining Agency (ANM) and the Colombian Commission
on Mineral Resources and Reserves (CCRR).
India
India was accepted as the 13th CRIRSCO member on August 1, 2019, , supported by SME Member
Abani Samal and Harry Parker as CRIRSO contact and major supporter.
As the annual meeting of CRIRSCO will be held in Washington D.C. Ian Douglas and Donald Hulse
will attend the meetings on September 9, 10, and 11. Brian Grof f will also participate in the SEC
workshop on September 11.

LATIN AMERICA
EDMUNDO TULCANAZA, CRIRSCO REPRESENTATIVE FOR LATIN AMERICA
•

CRIRSCO, as the international organization that promotes the good practices in the reporting of
mineral assets as well as the applications of procedures, protocols, and technical back -ups to
provide the sustainability and reliability of mineral explorations, and def inition of mineral resources
and reserves, continually invite mining jurisdictions to become members of this organization that
is also a strategic partner of the ICMM, the International Council on Mining and Metals.

•

In Latin America there exist various thriving countries with respect to mine development:
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Venezuela, and others
with a minor expression. Among these ten countries, there are three which are already CRIRS CO
members (Brazil, Colombia, & Chile); there are two which are prepared to sign a MOU with
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CRIRSCO (Argentina and Peru); f ive of them (Bolivia, Cuba, Ecuador, México, y Venezuela)
require additional ef f orts to f amiliarize with the advantages and benef its to become members of
the CRIRSCO-f amily.

•

In order to improve the coordination among these Latin American countries and to high light the
role of CRIRSCO in the industry, it is required now to pursue f urther ef f orts to develop a very active
plan of events in continuing education in regard to minerals reporting standards, certif ication of
mineral resources & reserves, and environmental & ecological guidelines with a f ocus on these
f ive counties already mentioned.

EUROPE – ECONOMIC COMISSION FOR EUROPE
Annual Report on Expert Group on Resource Management (ERGM)
1. Report on 10th session of EGRM held 29-April - 03 May
The Chair noted the f ollowing highlights of EGRM-10:
- Rich attendance: Over 360 registered experts f rom more than 60 countries, approximately 20
international organizations, several non-governmental organizations, academic institutions
and industry.
- Workshops:
o A two-day workshop on UNFC and UNRMS: Tools f or managing resources for
sustainable development, 29-30 April, including a training course on UNFC and
sessions on Circular Economy and Resource Ef f iciency
o Workshop on UNFC f or Af rica and AMREC and PARC Working Group Meeting, 2930 April
o Workshop on Role of Nuclear Energy in Sustainable Development: Entry Pathways,
29-30 April
o Renewable Energy Working Group Workshop, 30 April
- 10th Session of EGRM:
- UNFC to be updated to reinf orce alignment to Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
emphasis on social, environmental and economic viability and harmonize terminology across
dif f erent resource sectors
- UNRMS to be developed as a system-wide tool kit f or balanced and integrated management
of all resources targeting good social and environmental outcomes along with economic
growth as called f or in 2030 Agenda f or Sustainable Development
- Development of specif ications and guidelines f or the application of UNFC to minerals,
petroleum, wind energy, solar energy and hydro energy
- Work on application of UNFC to groundwater resources started
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- Application to geothermal energy, bioenergy, nuclear f uel res ources, injection project and
anthropogenic resources completed. Case studies under development
- UNFC guidelines on the commercial assessment of projects under development
- The continuing development of detailed guidelines f or social and environmental consid erations
- Competent Person and Evaluation Qualif ications guidelines proposed to be strengthened
- UNFC f or Af rica: development of the Af rican Mineral and Energy Resource Classif ication and
Management System in line with the Af rican Mining Vision highlighted
- UNFC f or Europe: Application of UNFC as harmonising tool f or the management of EU raw
material resources, with examples f rom European Battery Initiative, raw material criticality
study and initiatives of EuroGeoSurveys showcased
- CCOP activities related to the application of UNFC in East and South-east Asia
- Case studies f rom other countries where UNFC is applied tailored to local requirements,
including social and environmental f ocused pilot study in Mexico, Uganda petroleum case
study, Ukraine, Portugal and other countries
- Support f or broader application of UNFC and UNRMS through a global network of International
Centres of Excellence in Sustainable Resource Management
- UNFC and UNRMS f ocus on women and diversity in resource management
- Role of resource management in pathways to sustainable energy in the UNECE region
highlighted
- EGRM Work Plan f or 2020-2021 agreed. To be submitted to Committee on Sustainable Energy
meeting (25-27 September) f or approval
- Side meetings held of EGRM Technical Advisory Group, Working Groups on Minerals,
Petroleum, Groundwater (kick-of f meeting), Commercial Assessments, Competent Persons
and Communications.
2. Telecons
11th June 2019 f eedback on 10th session
29th July 2019
-

UN $500 million underf unded
Budget is undermining initiatives
Need to see more countries adopting UNFC only Ukraine at this point
Extra budgetary f unding required
Slow down of activities related to UNFC Revision and UNRMS

3. China and UNFC
Roger Dixon leads a Working Group reviewing Case Studies submitted by China classif ying Non
economic resources, Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves according to
UNFC. First submission returned with comments.
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CRIRSCO Representatives
Roger Dixon, South Af rica
Gerlee Bayanjargal, Mongolia

CRIRSCO - IASB MEETING
1.

2

Personal introductions
• Ed Sides: representing CRIRSCO, appointed as CRIRSCO liaison person with IASB in
September 2018;
• one of the two PERC representatives on CRIRSCO; currently secretary of PERC Tim Craig;
IFRS Technical Staf f ; (tcraig@if rs.org); background as a preparer of f inancial statements in
the oil and gas industry (past 10 years); he has been given the task of coordinating the
Extractive Industries project
• Siobhan Hammond IFRS Technical Staf f (shammond@if rs.org ) ; f rom Australia; background
in auditing of mineral exploration companies; will be responsible f or much of the input to the
extractive industries project.
CRIRSCO update

I provided them with an update of CRIRSCO based on a presentation originally prepared b y Neil
Wells in July 2018. I outlined the current membership, the nature and f unctions of NROs and RPOs,
and the key elements of the CRIRSCO template (common basis f or NRO codes & standards;
incorporates the 15 standard def initions; principles of materiality, transparency and competency; role
of Competent Person).
I inf ormed them that an update of the CRIRSCO template is due to be issued in the near f uture.
In answer to a question on gaps in CRIRSCO coverage, I noted the f ollowing:
•
•
•
•

India and China – ongoing discussions with CRIRSCO
Af rica - although blank on map, a large number of Af rican mineral projects are covered by
companies
reporting in CRIRSCO jurisdictions
USA – SEC rules are not CRIRSCO based, however the SEC is in the process of changing
to rules which would incorporate many elements of CRIRSCO.
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3.

IFRS – Extractive Industries update

Tim Craig provided the f ollowing update:
2010 Discussion paper was prepared by the f our standard setters (Australia, Canada, Norway and
South Af rica); they received f eedback f rom a lot of sources, with a total of 141 comment letters.
The IFRS works on 5-year agendas; Agenda consultations identif y new projects.
Extractive Industries was rated low priority in 2010 and put on hold. In 2015 extractive industries was
recognised as part of the research pipeline (i.e. a project was recognised to exist, even though it was
not actively being worked on) and would require some work bef ore the next agenda cycle. At the end
of 2018 a review was initiated and it has become part of their active research programme.
As the f irst step, the f our national standard setters were asked to provide f eedback on any signif icant
changes since the discussion paper was prepared in 2010. This would assist in def ining the scope of
the project (ie the problem to be solved and how they would go about it), together with the content of
the 2010 discussion paper and the f eedback which had been received at that time.
Siobhan Hammond is analysing the f eedback that has been received f rom the f our standard setters;
and has started thinking about the relevance of new developments (eg changes to the IFRS that have
occurred since 2010)
They will also be thinking of Resource and Reserve classif ication systems. The 2010 discussion
paper recommended the use of PRMS and CRIRSCO; SEC rules and UNFC were also considered.
The f eedback they received was broadly in f avour of the use of PRMS and CRIRSCO.
Tim Craig noted that the issue had been raised as to how to import a third party set of principles into
IFRS; there were concerns about lack of clarity on the governance process involved in setting and
updating of third party standards.
They are currently assessing the f eedback and identif ying relevant developments. When this is
concluded they will report back to the board on the Extractive Industries and issues f aced by the
reporting entities. During 2019 the Board will consider the scoping of the project and a decision on
this should be made by the end of the year. It is likely that they will assess how the reporting systems
are evolving and have another look at systems which were rejected (e.g. SEC and UNFC).
4

Questions and discussion:

I asked them to comment on governance issues with respect to the IFRS. Tim Craig responded as
f ollows:
a) Governance in setting the standards. The IASB board consists of 14 members; they discuss
projects which cover changes to or implementation of new standards. The Board decides on a
consensual basis. The Technical staf f bring papers to the board with potential solutions. There is
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signif icant stakeholder involvement (including preparers of f inancial statements; users of f inancial
statements such as investors, lenders, etc; practitioners such as audit f irms, experts, etc and also the
national standard setters and regulators. The IASB has Consultative Groups which it can seek advice
f rom. The Board will decide on projects based on inputs and recommendations arising f rom the
consultation process. This will typically result in an Exposure Draf t which is issued f or f eedback and
once any necessary changes are made the new standard would be issued.
b) Governance during the application of standards. This is normally down to the regulators in the
dif f erent jurisdictions who aim to ensure that the standards are applied robustly.
In terms of the adoption of the IFRS, they noted that more than 140 countries require or allow reporting
using the IFRS. In the EU, all listed companies have to (by law) adopt IFRS. Some countries such as
Australia (ASASB) use dif f erent variants (i.e. they have some additional paragraphs added on to the
IFRS).
I mentioned the issue of trying to check that f inancial assumptions used as the basis f or reporting
resources and reserves matched actual f igures recorded in company accounts. Tim Craig noted that
dif f erent approaches had been considered f or this, such as entity specif ic; market specif ic; or some
f orm of current or historic pricing (eg SEC 3-year trailing average).
I also raised the question of reporting risks and uncertainty. Tim Craig noted that the 2010 Disc ussion
Paper had suggested that disclosure of sensitivity analyses might be required; however the f eedback
which they received was not very supportive of this. The issue of risk and uncertainty is likely to be
considered in their current review.
They asked me what signif icant changes had occurred in terms of CRIRSCO since 2010. I noted that
the CRIRSCO Standard def initions were agreed in 2010 and incorporated into the CRIRS CO
template in 2013 and are now (as f ar as I am aware) incorporated into the standards or codes of all
13 CRIRSCO NROs. I also noted that there are unlikely to be any material dif f erences in the
CRIRSCO standards and codes since they are all (apart f rom CIM?) based on the CRIRS CO
template.
I asked whether they had any comments on how closure costs are handled. They noted that this was
not covered in the discussion paper, but that this aspect was covered by one of the IFRS standards
(provisioning). Tim Craig mentioned social reporting and social licence to operate as being a hot topic,
but he considered that it f alls outside the remit of the Extractive Industries project. Nevertheless, it
would be considered during their review.
5

Actions:

It was agreed that CRIRSCO and IASB should continue to maintain contact and we would inf orm
each other of any developments on each side.
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Based on the discussions I had I would recommend the f ollowing actions be considered by CRIRSCO.
•
•

6

Review CRIRSCO f eedback that was provided in 2010 and provide IASB with comments on
any signif icant changes which have occurred since then.
Prepare a document which clarif ies the governance process involved in updates to the
CRIRSCO template and def initions and the incorporation of changes into the National codes
and standards.

Useful References:
•

•
•

Extractive Industries project update:
https://www.if rs.org/-/media/feature/meetings/2018/september/iasb/ap19-ea.pdf
https://www.aasb.gov.au/admin/f ile/content102/c3/12.1_Extractives_M168.pdf
2010 Discussion Paper:
https://www.if rs.org/projects/2016/extractive-activities-2010/#f inal-stage
IFRS 6 (issued 2004):
https://www.if rs.org/issued-standards/list-of -standards/if rs-6-exploration-f or-and-evaluationof mineral-resources/
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